Abstract. We de ne the Farey web | a collection of loci in the parameter plane of families of simple non-invertible maps of the circle. We prove some results about the arrangement of these loci and their relationships with other dynamically signi cant features of the parameter plane. The results enable us to provide short proofs for a number of theorems about the organization of frequency-locking. 
. The Farey web under construction.
Introduction
In this note we de ne the Farey web, a collection of loci in the parameter plane of certain nice families of non-invertible maps of the circle. We investigate the arrangement of the strands of the web, mutually and in relation to other dynamically signi cant loci. The strands are the loci of existence of certain orbits, and the junctions of the strands are special points of the frequency-locking regions (regions where all orbits rotate at the same average rate). Using our results about the web, we describe a geometrical construction (see Figure 1 ) of a homeomorphic image of its simplest possible realization in the class of maps we consider, and we prove very simply several theorems about the organization of frequency-locking. Speci cally, we generalize a result of BJ, FT] about the lack of local connectedness of the boundary of zero-width rotation interval, and supply proofs which have simple graphical interpretations of two results of BT], one strengthened slightly, about the relationships between frequency-locking regions of di erent frequencies. It is our hope that the Farey web will yet further aid in the description of the transition from simple to complicated dynamics in these two-parameter families of circle maps.
In Section 2 we state our results after rst providing the de nitions necessary to do so. Section 3 summarizes some knowledge about degree-one lifts in preparation for Section 4 which contains our proofs.
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Let F be a degree-one lift, i.e., F : R ! R is a continuous map such that F(x + 1) = F(x) + 1 for all x 2 R. Hence, F is a lift to the universal cover R of some degree-one endomorphism f of the circle T = R=Z, i.e., F = f , where : R ! T is given by (x) = x mod 1. An important characteristic of a lift F is its rotation set, Rot(F). To de ne it, for each x 2 R we set Rot(F) = f F (x) j x 2 Rg; Rot(F) = f F (x) j x 2 Rg; Rot(F) = f F (x) j x 2 R and F (x) = F (x) = F (x)g:
It is known that Rot(F) = Rot(F) = Rot (F) and that this set is either a single point or a non-degenerate closed interval (see e.g. ALM, Theorem 3.7.20] ). Remark. Throughout this note we make references to ALM] for the convenience of the reader and the authors; the reader will nd original references traced and discussed in ALM] .
The map F is said to be frequency-locked if Rot(F) is a single point. Any degree-one lift which is non-decreasing is frequency-locked; this is a simple extension of the classical theory of rotation numbers developed by Poincar e P] . For a degree-one lift F, its upper and lower monotone bounds, F l and F u , are de ned as follows (see Figure 2 As in B, FT, MT] we consider degree-one circle maps which are C 3 , piecewise strictly monotone, have at most two critical points, both turning points when there are two, and have negative Schwarzian derivative (where de ned) when they do have two critical points. Recall that the Schwarzian derivative of F is de ned as: S(F) = F 000 F 0 3 2 ( F 00 F 0 ) 2 : We do not use the negativity of this quantity directly, but rather through the implications described in Facts 1(v), 1(vi), 6 and 7. We say a lift F of a such a circle map belongs to Class B. When F has two turning points per fundamental domain, we then choose the origin such that the locations of the maximum and the minimum in 0; 1), denoted by C and K respectively, satisfy C < K. Additionally we denote by K the closest point to K below K such that F(K ) = F(K), and by C + the closest point to C above C such that F(C + ) = F(C). See Figure 2 (a).
We restrict our attention to two-parameter families ff a;b g of circle maps such that a corresponding family of lifts fF a;b g satis es the following conditions.
(i) Each lift F a;b is in class B.
(ii) Both F a;b and (d=dx)F a;b depend continuously on (a; b). ( iii) The parameter a is a translation parameter as, for example, in the standard sine family, F a;b (x) = x + a + b 2 sin(2 x). Actually, FT] only require that a 2 > a 1 implies that F a 2 ;b > F a 1 ;b .
(iv) The (Hausdor ) distance, , between the upper and lower monotone bounds is a nondecreasing function of b such that the value 0 can be attained and the value 1 can be exceeded. Note that no frequency-locking is possible for > 1.
As a consequence of the above conditions, there exists a well-de ned critical line in parameter space, b = maxfbj = 0g, (b = 1 in the standard sine family, for example). On this line, F a;b has a unique critical point in 0; 1), and above it, it has two of them. On the critical line we set K = C = K = C + . We say ff a;b g, or fF a;b g, belongs to Class N (for nice) if conditions (i) through (iv) are satis ed. We assume that in a family fF a;b g the origin is chosen so that when 0 < 1, we have 0 < K C K C + < 1. Note that although K , C, K, and C + do not depend on the parameter a, they do depend on the parameter b; but to keep notation simple, we do not usually use a subscript to indicate this.
For a two-parameter family of degree-one lifts fF a;b g in Class N and ! 2 R the Arnold tongue, A ! , is de ned as the subset of parameter space where ! belongs to the rotation set. Due to condition (iv) above, for each !, A ! is a connected region. The frequency-locking region with frequency ! is the subset Lock ! A ! of parameter space where the rotation set is f!g, and the height of Lock ! is the largest value of b such that some map F (a;b) belongs to Lock ! . (Such a value of b exists as a consequence of condition (iv) above.) It has recently been shown EKT] that for the standard sine family the frequency-locking region for each frequency is connected. However, in class N one can construct families that exhibit \pathologies" such as are sketched in Figure 2( The Farey tree is the in nite tree whose vertices are the set of rational numbers in 0; 1] with one edge between every fraction p q and each of its rst children (j = 1). See Figure 4 (v). The vertices fall into levels indexed by the non-negative integers. Vertices 0 1 and 1 1 are at level 0, while the vertices at level n > 0 are the children of the vertices at level n 1. For example, 1 3 is at level 2, and 4 7 is at level 4. If two fractions, p m q m at level m and p n q n at level n, are joined by a path in the tree that is monotone with respect to the levels, we say p m q m is higher than p n q n if m < n. For example, 1 3 is higher than 3 8 ; but 1 3 is not higher than Then for each j 0, T l j 2 L p q , T r j 2 R p q , T p q 2 R l j , and T p q 2 L r j . Set 1 = 1 (b 0 ) and 2 = 2 (b 0 ). Then, exactly one of the following hold. q 2 , and three of its right children, linked together by strands of the Farey web. (All r j 's and l j 's are those of p q .) A consequence of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 is that the simplest Farey web for a family in class N is a homeomorphic image of the in nite graph whose construction we depict in Figure 4 and describe next. It is a plane graph in a rectangle. Construct a (middlethird, say) Cantor set on the base of the rectangle, leaving room for an extra \level-0" hole on either side. The graph has a pair of vertices, T p q and B p q , for each rational p q 2 0; 1]. Every B p q is on the base: if p q appears at the n th level of the Farey tree, then the common rst coordinate of B p q and T p q is the center of one of the intervals that is removed at the n th stage of the hole-punching construction of the Cantor set. Figure 4 . Construction of the Farey web, and its relation to the Farey tree. Start by placing the level-0 vertices, T0 1 and T1 1 , on the top edge of the rectangle, and draw the segment T0 1 B1 1 . The second coordinate of the remaining T p q 's is determined implicitly by the construction.
At each stage of the construction, take in turn each pair of vertices on the base that are adjacent upon completion of the previous stage. Call them B . Doing this for every pair completes one stage of the construction.
The relationship with the Farey tree is indicated in Figure 4 (v). In the web, each T p q is joined by a strand to both of its \parents", T p 1 q 1 and T p 2 q 2 , instead of only one of them as in the tree. In the correspondence with the Farey web in the parameter plane, T p q corresponds the tip of the locking region Lock p q , and B p q to the unique point on the critical line where the critical point belongs to a p q -cycle. Each dogleg corresponds to a curve L or R with the portion above T p 2 q 2 omitted. Figure 1 shows the result of carrying out eight stages of the construction.
Combining our Theorems 1, 2, and 3 with the result of EKT], we can conclude that in the standard sine family the Farey web is a homeomorphic image of the result of the above construction. However, in class N, multiple coincidences of a compatible L and R can occur, as in the sketch, Figure 5 , and this can give rise to multiple components of a Lock p q as shown.
Nevertheless, the regularity of the web characterized by Theorems 1 and 3, does impose signi cant restrictions on the organization of the frequency-locking regions. Examples are the following theorems and corollaries. Both Theorem 4 (in slightly weaker form) and Corollary 1 are proven in BT]. We use the Farey web (in particular Theorem 3) to give a short proof for Theorem 4. Corollary 2. For families ff a;b g in Class N, the Arnold tongue for every rational number has on each side an arc of its boundary at whose points the boundary of zero-width rotation interval for the family is not locally connected. De nition 3. Let F be a degree-one lift and let x 2 R. The lift-orbit of x is de ned to be orb(x; F) + Z, where orb(x; F) = fx; F(x); F 2 (x); g. We say that the lift-orbit of x is a twist lifted orbit provided that F restricted to orb(x; F) + Zis non-decreasing. We say that orb(x; F) + Zis a lifted cycle provided there is some n 2 N such that F n (x) x 2 Z. Fact 5 BT, Lemma 4] . Let F be a degree-one lift and let x 2 R have a twist lifted qcycle with F q (x) x = p. Set, orb(x; F) + Z = f ; y 2 ; y 1 ; y 0 ; y 1 ; y 2 ; g with < y 2 < y 1 < y 0 < y 1 < y 2 < and with (orb(x; F) + Z) \ 0; 1) = fy 0 ; y 1 ; y q 1 g. Then, there is a unique point on the critical line and within the p q Arnold tongue (i.e., not on a boundary) such that K b = C b is part of a twist p q -cycle for F a;b . Fact 11 follows from work in B,MT] and is known; however we could not nd an instance where Fact 11 is explicitly stated, so for completeness we provide a proof of it in Section 4. l (x) crosses`x + p' at K from above to below and therefore F q (x) also crosses`x + p' at K from above to below (use F q (x) = F q l (x) for x K and su ciently close to K ). Since K and C + are consecutive points in O for F, we have that F q also crosses`x + p' at C + from above to below; thus F q u (x) crosses x + p at C + from above to below (again, use F q (x) = F q u (x) for x C + and su ciently close to C + ). Therefore F u (by Fact 6) also has two twist lifted p q cycles; say O (as before containing K and C + ) and O 2 . Notice that all three cycles, O, O 1 , and O 2 are twist lifted p q -cyles for F and therefore, by show that exactly one of (1) or (2) of Theorem 3 hold. To do this, we prove the following hold for each j 0:
1 > 2 ) L j+1 6 = L j and R j+1 6 = R j : (6) Suppose that (4), (5), and (6) hold. If 1 < 2 , then (4) and (5) imply that (2) of Theorem 3 holds. If 1 > 2 , then (4), (5), and (6) give that 2 L j , L j+1 6 = L j , and L j+1 L j for all j 0. Hence, if 2 = L j+1 for some j, then L j+1 = L j+k for all k 1, a contradiction.
Thus, if 1 > 2 , then (1) of Theorem 3 holds. Hence, to prove Theorem 3 it su ces to establish (4), (5) and (6). We work with the L j 's; the arguments involving the R j 's are similar. Set F = F 1 (b 0 );b 0 , G = F 2 (b 0 );b 0 , and for j 0 set H j = F L j ;b 0 . Notice that, from the de nition of the L j 's, for each j 0 we have, However, (8) implies that C + 6 = N and thus (8) However (10) implies that N 6 = C + and then (10) contradicts G jq+p 2 u being nondecreasing since N > C + . We now have:
We now show that L j+1 < L j (still assuming that 1 < 2 ). Suppose to the contrary that L j+1 L j . Hence we have (using (11)) 1 < 2 < L j L j+1 . First notice that L j L j+1 implies that (use (7)) (12) H (j+1)q+q 2 j;u (C + ) = H q j;u (H jq+q 2 j;u (C + )) = H q j;u (K + jp + p 2 ) = H q j;u (K ) + jp + p 2 ; and therefore (use (12), Fact 3 for H j;u H j+1;u , and (7) Joining (14) and (15) and applying Fact 3 to H j;u > G u we get, K + p H q j;u (K ) > G q u (K ) K + p; a contradiction. We now have: 1 < 2 ) L j+1 < L j for each j 0:
We now drop our earlier assumption that 1 < 2 in order to establish the remaining parts of (4), (5), and (6).
Assume that 2 < L j . We show that 1 < 2 . Suppose to the contrary that 1 2 . If 1 = 2 , then Facts 5 and 11 imply that 2 = L j , contradicting our assumption that 2 < L j . Hence, suppose 1 > 2 . Then Fact 1 (i)-(ii) imply that 2 < 2 < 1 < 1 and hence (use Fact 1(v)) C + is part of a twist lifted p q -cycle for G u . Thus, (16) G jq+q 2 u (C + ) = G q 2 u (C + ) + jp: However 2 < L j gives that G u < H j;u and therefore that (use Fact 3 and (7)), (17) G jq+q 2 u (C + ) < H jq+q 2 j;u (C + ) = K + jp + p 2 : Combining (16) and (17) we get G q 2 u (C + ) < K + p 2 ; and therefore (use Fact 5) the twist lifted p q -cycle of C + under G u misses K ; C + ) + Z. Hence this twist p q -cycle is also a twist lifted p q -cycle for G l and thus Rot(G) = f p q g. However, Rot(G) = f p q g implies, (use Fact 1(vii)), that 1 2 , contradicting our supposition that 1 > 2 . We now have 2 < L j ) 1 < 2 and hence we have: 1 < 2 () 2 < L j for each j 0:
Assume that L j+1 < L j . We show that 1 < 2 . Suppose to the contrary that 1 2 . If 1 = 2 , then Facts 5 and 11 imply that L j+1 = L j = 1 = 2 , contradicting our assumption that L j+1 < L j . Hence suppose that 1 > 2 . Then, (use Fact 1(vii)) Rot(H j ) 6 = f p q g and (use (11)) L j 2 . Our assumption L j+1 < L j gives (use (12), Fact 3 for H j+1;u < H j;u , and (7) (Fact 1(v) ) that G q u (C + ) = C + + p; hence L j < 2 gives (use Fact 3 for H j;u < G u ) (28) H q j;u (C + ) < C + + p:
The cycle O missing C; C + ) + Zand (28) use Remark 3 and the de nition of i given in Fact 1 for the rst inequality in (30), Fact 1(vii) for the second inequality, and Theorem 3 for the third inequality. Combining (29) and (30) we have that 2; p q < L 0; p q , and therefore (apply Theorem 3 with p q ) 1; p q < 2; p q . Hence g has an accumulation point, Q 6 = P. There also, the rotation set is f!g. But there is only one point on the critical line where the rotation set is !, so we have a contradiction. Thus the point P on the critical line is the limit of the sequence fT I c j d j g.
Proof of Corollary 2. With A as in the proof of Theorem 5, consider any horizontal line in the parameter plane from the one containing A down to, but not including, the critical line. By the same argument as given above for tips, the point, A b , of intersection of the horizontal line with the right boundary of the p q Arnold tongue is the limit of the sequence of intersections of the left (or right) boundaries of the locking regions T I r j with the horizontal line. Thus every su ciently small neighborhood of any of the points, A b , intersects the collection of locking-region boundaries in a set with in nitely many connected components.
